PROPOSED BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN OPERATIONS

Why are one-way bike facilities
good for safety?

How will roundabouts work for people walking?
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Bike facilities in the preferred alternative are different from the last open
house in May 2019. Designing for people to bike in the same direction as
automobile traffic makes things more predictable.
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The pedestrian signal will rest on
WALK. But an approaching bus
will be detected in advance of the
crosswalk and change the signal to
DON’T WALK for people walking.

To make a left turn, people biking will proceed
through the intersection and wait on the far
corner to complete a two-stage turn. Future
project stages will refine the corner design to
allow for this waiting space so it doesn’t get in
the way of other people walking or biking.
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Roundabouts

People walking will activate the
rapid flashing beacon (RFB) to
alert drivers entering or exiting the
roundabout to stop for them.
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How will intersections work for
people biking?
Signals

always be required to stop for people
walking, but when a bus approaches,
pedestrians will pause crossing and
wait for the bus to pass, then cross the
bus lane.
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This is especially important on Franklin where there are many driveways
that can be points of conflict when people accessing businesses cross
the bicycle path of travel. Driveway crossings will decrease over time as
the corridor redevelops and implements the vision of the Walnut Station
Specific Area Plan.

People walking across Franklin will
cross one bus lane and four general
travel lanes all on raised crosswalks
that slow automobiles and make people
walking more visible. Drivers will
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People biking will circulate the roundabout in
the same way as people driving to make turns:
in a counter-clockwise direction. People biking
will need to look for yielding drivers when
crossing side streets and Franklin in the same
way that people walking will.

Once the bus passes the
crosswalk, the driver will wait and
yield to circulating traffic in the
roundabout.
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Buses exiting the roundabout
will stop for people crossing
Franklin as other drivers would.

